
BOOKS R E C E I V E D AND BOOK R E V I E W S

A SPANISH COMMENTARY OF THE GANDOLFI CODE / and some other Spanish
publications

At the end of 2005, a research team of the University of Zaragoza, working under the
supervision of Professor Gabriel Garcia Cantcro, published a commentary on the Draft
Code ('avant-projet'; in this review: 'Code') of Contract Law of Giuseppe Gandolfi's Aca-
demic des privatistes européens ('the Academy')1. The Draft was published in 2002.- To-
gether svith the Principles of European Contract Law (PECL), the Gandolfi draft has been
quoted in the European Commission's 2004 Action plan as one of the main sources of
inspiration. Earlier, a Spanish team submitted the PECL to a similar, although more re-
stricted, exercise.3

In 1990, Gandolfi started work on a Code of Contract Law, based on the Italian Codice
civile.* The project soon became well-known because one of its members had participated
in a mixed committee of the English and Scottish Law Commissions which had elaborated
a draft Contract Code for England and Scotland. Gandolfi immediately ensured that this
'MacGregor Code' was published and so spared the fate of oblivion.5 Another consequence
was that, next to the Codice civile, the MacGregor Code served as guidel ine for the work of
the Academy. The subject-matter of the 2002 Code published by the Academy is similar in
scope to the PECL. On three points, the Code is different. First, whereas the PECL is a
team effort, the Gandolfi Code has been drafted by a single person, Giuseppe Gandolfi,
albeit guided by his Academy. Then, an attractive feature, the text enters into a discussion
with two other sets of Principles - PECL and Unidroit Principles - and with the ideas of
Gandolfi's colleagues: 'Les contributions des Académiciens'. Finally, the project was draft-
ed in French and not in English.

1 G. Garcia Cantero (ed), Anotaciones espanolas til Proyecto de Paria (Zaragoza: El Justicia
de Aragon, 2005) 870.

2 G. Gandolfi (cd), Code européen des contrats/'Avant-projet, Livre premier (Milano:
Giuffrc, 2001)576.

3 L. Diez-Picazo / E. Roca Trias / A. M. Morales, Los Prindpios del derecbo europeo de
contratos (Madrid: Civitas, 2002) 529. Similar projects have resulted in publications in
Italy and the Netherlands: L. Antoniolli / A. Veneziano (red), Principles oj European
Contract Law and Italian La-ία (The Hague: Kluwcr, 2005) 518; C. Prieto (red), Regards
croisés sur les principes du droit européen du contrat et sur le droit français ( Aix-Marseille:
Presses Universitaires, 2003) 581; P. Rcmy-Corlay, Les concepts contractuels français à
l'heure des Principes de droit européen des contrats (Paris: Dalloz, 2003) 266; H. N.
Schelhaas (general editor) and others (eds), The Principles oj European Contract Law
and Dutch Law I A Commentary (Nijmegen: Ars Acqui / The Hague: Kluwcr, 2002)
471. It should be observed that all of these publications only deal with Parts I and II of
the PECL. PECL III is the subject of a follow-up publication by the Dutch team of
Schelhaas and others and of a separate Spanish volume mentioned below.

4 Why the Italian Code (1942), and not the more modern Dutch Civil Code (1992)?
Gandolfi's answer: because the Dutch Code has not yet generated case law and a code
without case law is like potatoes without gravcy.

5 H. McGregor, Contract code drawn up on behalf of the English Law Commission
(Milan/London: Giuffrc, 1993).
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Now coming to the Garcia Cantero volume, to begin with it should bc mentioned that
Professor Garcia Cantero was and is a member of the Academy. This, however, does not
preclude him from giving his own opinion. Although he co-operated in the elaboration of
the Code, the text — as we have seen - only bears the signature of Giuseppe Gandolfi. The
Commentary contains 15 Chapters, four of which were written or co-written by the editor.
In the first Chapter, Garcia Cantero analyses the notion of European contract law (15-73).
One of the questions dealt with at length is whether or not to retain causa (consideration)
as a requirement for the validity of the contract (the Code has not retained this require-
ment). The second Chapter, also written by Garcia Cantero, deals with culpa in contra-
hendo (75—100), on which point the Code has adopted the continental point of view that
breaking off negotiations may result in a right to compensation. In Chapter 3, Carlos
Lalana del Castillo analyses the formation of contract (101-131), dealing among other is-
sues with the question at which moment (mailbox) a contract is concluded. The contents
of the contract arc then dealt with by Carlos Martinez de Aguirre Aldaz in Chapter 4
(133—177). The Editor together with Marta Salanova Villanueva reflect on the form of con-
tracts in Chapter 5 (179-209). Chapter 6, written by Maria de los Angeles Parra Lucân and
Aurora Lopez Azcona, is devoted to the interpretation of contracts (211—245). In Chap-
ter 7, Silvia Gaspar Lera treats the consequences of contract (247-288). Garcia Cantero
then briefly returns with a comment on representation in Chapter 8 (289-357). Chapter 9
by Sergio Câmara Lapucnte deals with specific contractual modalities, such as the contract
in favour of a third party (359-445). Performance is dealt with in Chapter 10 by Sofia de
Salas Murillo (447—535). Non-performance is the subject of Chapter 11 by Marina Perez
Monge (537-577). Assignment is treated by José Antonio Serrano Garcia in Chapter 12
(579—674). Chapter 13 on the extinction of obligations was written by Isaac Tena Piazuelo
(675-698) and Chapter 14 on Invalidity by Maria de los Angeles Parra Lucân (699-794).
Remedies finally are dealt with by Maria Teresa Alonso Perez (795—862). The book con-
tains a cd-rom with the Spanish translation of the Code.

All authors compare the Code with Spanish law and most with the PECL as well. Especi-
ally interesting are those chapters which also draw a comparison with Dutch, English,
French, German, Italian and Portuguese law. Truly comparative is Câmara Lapuente's
Chapter 9. Less interesting for the non-Spanish reader are the lengthy quotations - in
Spanish - of the Academy's proceedings, which may also be found - in French - in the
original text. But these readers will profit from the analysis of Spanish law. On the whole,
the authors arc positive about the Code and they assume that it may help make acceptable
certain developments which so far arc only apparent in Spanish case law.

This is not the first review of the Gandolfi Code. Several parts of the Code have already
been discussed in legal writing.' An example is the chapter on set-off. An important critic
of this chapter has been Reinhard Zimmermann, the reporter for set-off in the Lando Prin-
ciples (Part III).7 Zimmcrmann criticises the Code's chapter on set-off,* but his conclusion

6 Sec for instance: H. J. Sonncnbergcr, 'Der Entwurf eines Europäischen Vertragsgcsctz-
buchs der Akademie Europäischer Privatrechtswissenschaftler - ein Meilenstein', Recht
der Internationalen Wirtschaft 2001, 409-416.

7 R. Zimmcrmann, Comparative Foundations oj a European Law of Set-Off and Prescrip-
tion (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002) 150.

8 Zimmermann, Festschrift Jayme (2004), 1418: 'Eine organische Verbindung der beiden in
Europa verbreiteten Aufrcchnungssystcmc ist ihm (...) nicht gelungen. Im übrigen tra-
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is more sympathetic.' The Code has also been subjected to numerous comments in Spanish
legal writing.10

The Zaragoza volume may be seen as evidence that the Spanish interest in European private
law has finally come of age. Compared to jurists in other EU member states, Spanish
authors were late in discovering this new growth area of the law. A good incentive was
the meeting, from 11—15 June 2002 in Valencia, of Christian von Bar's Study Group for a
European Civil Code. On that occasion, the University of Valencia organised a round-
table conference and published a volume of essays. In the conference on 'La Unificación
del Derecho Contractual Europeo' authors such as Alegria Borrâs Rodriguez, Luis Diez-
Picazo Ponce dc Leon and Miquel Martin Casals participated. Some of these authors had
earlier published a Commentary on the Principles of European Contract Lav/ (note 3
above). After a translation of the Principles into Spanish, this book contains chapters on
the historical background of the Principles (Chapters I and II), the general principles
(Chapter III), good faith (Chapter IV), terminology (Chapter V), formation of contract
(Chapter VI), offer and acceptance (Chapter VII), precontractual liability (Chapter VIII),
agency (Chapter IX), validity (Chapter X), interpretation (Chapter XI), contents (Chapter
XII), performance (Chapter XIII), non-performance (Chapter XIV), specific performance
(Chapter XV), termination (Chapter XVI) and damages (Chapter XVII).

In connection with the meeting of the Study Group for a European Civil Code, the Uni-
versity of Valencia also published a volume of articles on European Private Law." Most
papers are in Spanish, but a number are in English, French or Italian. The question whether
or not a European Civil Code should be elaborated is discussed in the preface by Christian
von Bar (19-26) and in papers by Jérôme Huet (223-230), Ole Lando (231-240), Francisco
Javier Orduna Moreno (267-270) and Javier Plaza Penadés (301-320). There are papers on
the Gandolfi Code by Alejandro Valino Arcos (383-402) and Carlos Vattier Fuenzalida
(419-436). The transposition of European directives in the German BGB is dealt with by
Luz Martinez Velencoso (241-266). The transposition of European private law in Cata-
lonia is discussed by Encarna Roca i Trias (339-362), who argues that 'At this historic
moment in time two simultaneous phenomena are taking place concerning Codification:
one regarding European Private Law and another concerning Catalan Law' (340). The
notion of conformity is analysed by Maria José Reyes Lopez (321-338). The proposal for
the - present - directive on unfair trade practices is dealt with by Guido Alpa (27-47), the
insurance contract by Juan Bataller Grau (49-65) and insolvency law by Carolina Castillo
Martinez (83-104). The harmonisation of private international law in 'Rome II' is dealt
with by the editor, Guillermo Palao Moreno (271-299). Sixto Sanchez Lorenzo analyses to
what extent European private international law is applicable to external relations (363-

diert der Avantprojet rechtshistorisch Überholtes, läßt dafür aber zu einer Reihe prak-
tisch wichtiger Fragen eine Regelung vermissen. Zudem sind die vorgeschlagenen Nor-
men in manchen Punkten noch nicht hinreichend präzise, um den angestrebten Grad an
Subsumptionsfähigkeit zu besitzen'.

8 Zimmermann (2004), 1418: 'Der Avant-projet bietet damit eine anregende Diskussions-
grundlage, aber noch keinen ausgereiften Regelungsvorschlag'.

9 See n 6-8 below.
10 G. Palao Moreno / L. Prats Albentosa / M. J. Reyes Lopez (cd), Derecho Patrimonial

Europeo (Cizur Menor: Aranzadi, 2003) 436.
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381). The development of Greek law is sketched by Eugenia Dacoronia (145-160). Italian
law is analysed in papers by Gonzalez Malabia on electronic contracts (161-179) and Carlo
Castronovo on tort law (105-143). Spanish consumer protection in the area of tele-
communications is dealt with by Asuncion Hernandez Fernandez (181-200). The Roman
law background of European private law is treated by F. Javier Casinos Mora (67—81) and
Emilio Valino del Rio (403-417).

In the same year, Sanchez Lorenzo published 'Derecho privado europeo', the first compre-
hensive Spanish book on the subject.12 In the first part, the author presents an overview
of what has already been achieved on a Community level. In part II, he analyses 'en que
medida résulta aconsejable la suparcion del DPC [Derecho privado comunitario, EH] tal y
como aparece concebido en la actualidad, y cuâles puedcn ser las vias idóneas, en su caso,
para alcanzar un DPE [Derecho privado europeo, EH] (141).

Still in the same year, another well documented book with the same title, edited by Sergio
Câmara Lapuente, was published. After a general introduction (43—234), the book contains
Parts on persons (235-329), contract law and obligations (331-822), tort law (825-948),
property law (949-1172) and family law (1173-1233)." The general introduction contains
papers by the editor (47-106) and Jesus Alfaro Äguila-Real (107-127) on a European Civil
Code, by José Martin y Perez de Nanclares on the absence of the EU's competence to in-
troduce such a Code (129—156) and by Santiago Alvarez Gonzalez on the relation between
Private international law and European private law (157-190). Several academic projects
are dealt with: by Fernando Martinez Sanz on the Principles of European Contract Law
(193-198), Encarna Roca y Trias on Von Bar's Study Group for a European Civil Code
(199-204), Garcia Cantero on the Gandolfi project (205-215), Miquel Martin Casals on the
European Tort Law Group (217-226) and the Editor on the Trento project (227-234).
Family law is the subject of papers by Maria Paz Garcia Rubio on natural persons (237-
260) and on legal persons without the intention of gaining money (261—282) and by A. L.
Calvo Caravaca and J. Carrascosa Gonzalez on company law (283-329).

As might be expected, the most elaborate Part is the one dealing with obligations and con-
tracts. Formation is the subject of a Chapter by Esther Arroyo i Amayuelas (335-369, with
an excellent bibliography). Validity is dealt with by Antonio Manuel Morales Moreno
(371-397) and form, object and consideration by Javier Fajardo Fernandez (399-433). Car-
los Martinez dc Aguirre analyses contents and effects (435-463), Maria de los Angeles
Parra Lucân interpretation (465-479), Fernando Martinez Sanz good faith (481—500),
Fajardo Fernandez performance (501-524), Antoni Vaquer Aloy remedies (525-554), Gar-
cia Rubio representation (555—570) and Maria Elena Sanchez Jordan unjust enrichment,
restitution and negotiontm gestio (571-607). Under the heading 'Specific contracts' Javier
Lete Achirica deals with consumer contracts (613-666), Rafael Lara Gonzalez with agency
(669-689) and misleading and comparative advertising (691-714), Natividad Goni Urriza
with the international sale of goods (715-740), Juan Bataller Grau with securities
(741-757), Antonio V. Scmpere Navarro and Guillermo L. Barrios Baudor with the em-
ployment contract (761-778) and Calvo Caravaca and Carrascosa Gonzalez with European
competition law (781-823).

12 S. A. Sanchez Lorenzo, Derecho privado europeo (Granada: Comares, 2002) 362.
13 S. Câmara Lapuente (ed), Derecho Privado Europeo (Madrid: Colex, 2003) 1249.
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The Part on tort law has chapters on strict liability (827-856) and pure economic loss
(883-920) by Martin Casals and Joscp Ribot Igualada, on moral damages (857-881) and
product liability (921-948) by Martin Casals and Josep Sole Feliu. Property law is the sub-
ject of papers by Pedro de Pablo Contreras on transfer of real property (951-966), Andres
Dominguez Luelmo on guarantees on movables (967-985), Sanchez Jordan on the euro-
hypothèque (987-1007), Juana Marco Molina on intellectual property (1009-1061), Angel
Garcia Vidal on industrial property (1063-1098) and Sergio Câmara Lapucnte on trust and
fiducia (1099-1173). Finally, under the heading Family law, Gabriel Garcia Cantero deals
with European family law (1175-1184) and the Editor with European law of succession
(1185-1233).

In 2003, two more large collections of essays were published in Spain. The first is a Fest-
schrift in honour of Professor De los Mozos.H A book comparable with Towards a Euro-
pean Civil Code is the one edited by Espiau Espiau and Vaquer Aloy.'5 The subjects
covered by the latter publication include good faith, unfair contract terms, third parties,
interpretation, illegality, performance, non-performance, transfer of property, European
contract law, electronic signatures, private international law and mixed jurisdictions. A dif-
ference is that while Towards has been written entirely in English, of the 45 papers in Bases
29 are in Spanish, 15 in English and one in German. I will here only mention the non-
Spanish papers. Matthias E. Storme in his paper 'Good faith and contents of contracts in
European private law' points to the fact that open norms (general clauses) and their varying
interpretation may impede uniformity of the law (17-30). Sjef van Erp in his essay on 'A
European culpa in contrahendo doctrine? Towards a model of contract as a legal relation-
ship and situation-specific duties to inform' reminds us of Macneil's 'relational contract
theory' (67-77). Peter Ulmer pleads for keeping a separate AGB-Gesetz in his paper on
'Recht der allgemeinen Geschäftsbedingungen und allgemeines Zivilrccht' (on I January
2002, the AGB-Gesetz has meanwhile ceased to exist, having been incorporated into the
BGB [119-129]). Vernon Valentine Palmer in his essay 'The stipulation pour autrui in
Europe: first steps toward tomorrow's harmonization' pleads for a further acceptance of
this notion in Europe (171-188). Simon Whittaker in his paper 'Taking time and giving
time for performance. A comparison of aspects of the English and French law' analyses to
what extent English and French courts have the same possibility to give the debtor a terme
de grâce (261-285). The same theme is dealt with by Angel Carrasco, 'Failure, breach and
non-conformity in contracts. A Spanish and European approach' (297-320). Hector L.
MacQueen informs us how the PECL-rules on 'Illegal and immoral contracts' came about
(287-296).

The Principles of European Contract Law do not have a specific rule on mora créditons and
yet they do have an implicit rule, according to Antoni Vaquer Aloy, 'Mora créditons and
the Principles of European Contract Law' (385-404). Mauro Bussani and Vernon V. Pal-
mer in their 'The frontier between contractual and tortious liability in Europe/Insights

14 C. Vattier Fuenzalida / J. M. de la Cuesta / J. M. Caballero (eds), Código europeo de con-
tratos/Academia de lusprivatistas Europees, Comentarios en homenaje al prof. D. José
Luis de los Mozos y de los Mazes, 2 vols (Madrid: Dykinson/Universidad de Burgos,
2003) 648.

15 S. Espiau Espiau / A. Vaquer Aloy (cds), Bases de un derecho contractual europeo/Bases
of a European Contract Law (Valencia: Tirant lo Blanch, 2003) 709.
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from the case of compensation for pure economie loss' repeat what they have to say in an
earlier Trento publication (405-426). Shacl Herman in his 'Pacta sunt scrvanda meets the
market: enforcing promises in Spanish and United States law' finds an almost religious dif-
ference in approach as to the view of performance (civil law) as against compensation (com-
mon law) by way of key remedy for breach (439-458). D. L. Carey Miller in 'Passing of
property: Finding the Fundamentals' concludes that the dichotomy between Europe's two
systems of transfer of property can be overcome (471-485). Jürgen Basedow repeats his
earlier plea 'The case for a European Contract Act' (533-542). For Part III of the PECL,
Eric Chvc's linguistic and drafting abilities have been of immense value. In his paper 'The
Principles of European Contract Law and Draft European Civil Code: some observations
on drafting' Clive informs us about his drafting experiences (543—576). Sergio Câmara La-
puente in 'EU contract and consumer law: true coordination?' argues in favour of inte-
grating consumer law in the civil code (577-587). Ana Mercedes Lopez Rodriguez in
'Harmonization of contract law in the EU and lex mercatoria' argues against a European
codification of contract law (603-615). According to Rabello and Lerner, Europe may learn
from Israel how to harmonise common law and civil law: Alfredo M. Rabello en Pablo Ler-
ner, 'Israeli contract law: A Laboratory for Europe?' (689-709).

In 2003 Lerida hosted a third conference on European private law, this time on the third
part of the PECL."' Eric Clive in his '(...) overview and assessment' (15—22) concludes that
the Principles 'represent a good set of model rules - well-drafted, readable, understandable,
substantively fair, liberal and functional' and that 'the Principles cannot be ignored. No
self-respecting European contract lawyer or law reformer can leave them out of account'
(22). Then there are essays by Simon Whittaker ('plurality of debtors', 23-49: 'To many
English lawyers, this topic would not be a first choice for examination, often being tucked
away in works on contract or tort law at the end of what are seen as more fundamental
(perhaps some may even say, more interesting) topics ...', 25), Eugenia Dacoronia ('plural-
ity of creditors', 51-67: 'the Greek lawyer, judge or scholar will not raise any vivid objec-
tions', 67), Jesus Moro Almarez (on 'solidaridad activa', 69—101 ), Beien Trigo Garcia ('plu-
ralidad de deudores', 103-117) and Marta Carballo Fidalgo ('deudas solidarias', 119-132).
Assignment is dealt with by Brigitta Lurger ('Assignment of claims', 133-149: 'the overall
impression of Chapter 11 stays a very positive one', 148) and Stefan Enchelmaier ('Assign-
ment in its commercial context', 151-183: 'the [PECL] strike a happy balance of taking up
the uncontroversial, cautiously developing it where possible, and avoiding those areas
which are too much in flux or where consensus appears as yet unattainable', 183). Agency
is treated by Beatriz Fernandez Gregoraci ('Undisclosed agency y cesión de créditos',
185-203) and the relation between PECL III and the European insolvency regulation by
Angel Espiniella Menéndez ('El articulo 11:401 (4) de los PECL', 205-231).

On chapter 12 of the PECL there are essays by Stefan Leible ('Cambio de deudor',
233-244: 'El capitulo 12 de los Principios contiene un modelo de regulación acabado, com-
pleto y concluente (...)', 244) and Miguel A. Adams-Martinez ('A few remarks on Chapter
12 of the PECL', 245-280: 'I have to praise the solution given by the Commission regarding
the effects of the substitution over the guarantees. But maybe there is still some work to be
done regarding the defences, ...', 280). Set-off is the subject of a paper by Pascal Pichonnaz

16 A. Vaquer (ed), La tercera parte de los Principios de derecho contractual europeo / The
Principles of European Contract Law Part III (Valencia: Tirant lo Blanch, 2005) 675.
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(281-300), by Angeles Parra Lucân ('Compensacion', 301-433) and Francisco Marcos
('Autonomia de la voluntad y compensación', 435-450). Prescription is analysed by Rein-
hard Zimmermann ('The new German law of prescription', 451-494: 'so many architects
have been involved in the process of construction, that the edifice of the new German law
of prescription can hardly be called homogeneous', 493), Antoni Vaquer ('The new regula-
tion of prescription in the civil law of Catalonia', 495-516) and Daniel Rodriguez Ruiz de
Villa and Isabel Huerta Viesca ('Alterabilidad convencional uniforme de los plazos de pre-
scripcion extintiva de las pretensiones', 517-548). Hector MacQueen finally gives an over-
view on 549-566 of chapter 15 PECL III on illegality and immorality, which he drafted.

In some more general essays Jan Smits, 'PECL and the harmonisation of private law in
Europe' (567-590) argues that harmonisation can only be attained when there is a common
practice. Bohumil Havel analyses the reciprocal influences of EU and Czech private law
(591-602: 'With regard to the specificity of the Czech, and I believe that also the Slovak,
Polish or Hungarian it is not sure whether those legal orders would be able to contribute to
the discussions over the European Civil Code. Such as discussion requires a solid domestic
legal background, not a disorderly and utilitarian reality that impedes advancement' (601).
M. Cristina Hernandez Ruiz in her paper 'Limitaciones clâsicas y actuales a la libertad de
contratación' (617—675) analyses the laesio enormis (as regulated by Catalonian and Navar-
ran law), unfair contract terms, illegality and competition law.

Of Spain's various autonomous regions, Catalonia is the most active in promoting harmo-
nisation of private law. Every two years since 1980, Catalonian jurists assemble in the
seaside resort of Tossa to discuss their legal system, the autonomy of which is somewhat
precarious because of the limited number of tasks entrusted to the autonomous govern-
ment in the Spanish constitution. In 1998, the Catalan Ministry of Justice hosted a seminar
on 'Cap a un Codi civil de Catalunya'. In 2002, the proceedings of the ΧΓ11 Tossa con-
ference of two years before were published.17 The first part of the 2000 volume is devoted
to constitutional aspects of 'Catalanisation' of private law. After an English language essay
on 'Modern Codification of Property Law and Contract Law - The Dutch Experience'
(161—191) by Jaap Hijma, there follow papers by Ferran Badosa Coll on Catalonian patri-
monial law (193-276), Màrius Miró Gili on supply of services (277-300) and Miquel Mar-
tin Casals, Jordi Ribot Igualada and Josep Bech Serrât on package travel (301-358). A third
part contains papers by Encarna Roca i Trias on sources of law (361-391) and Francisco Ri-
vera Hernandez on prescription (393-453). The volume closes with a number of discussion
papers, 'comunicacions'.

In 2002 the twelfth conference took place, this time focussing on Catalonian private law in
a European context.18 The volume of papers published in the subsequent year opens with
three essays on European harmonisation of private law in general. Encarna Roca discusses
'Codificació catalana i codificació europea/El codi civil com a instrument de politica juri-
dica' (21-46). She warns the Catalonian legislator against artificial legislation, to take into
account those subjects which at present are being debated in Europe such as family law and
finally 'que el Codi català funcionés solament com a model tècnic i no fos capaç d'ordenar

17 L'exercici de les competencies sobre Dret civil de Catalunya, Materials de les Onzenes
Jornades de Dret Català a Tossa (Valencia: Tirant lo Blanch, 2002) 631.

18 El Dret civil català en el context europeu/Materials de les Dotzenes Jornades de Dret
Català a Tossa (Girona: Documenta Universitaria, 2003) 497.
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la conducta dels ciutadans del pais: formana part de la cultura, i estaria d'acord amb la
finalitat politica d l'cxercici de la sobirania perô no slucionaria els problèmes' (43). Sixto
Sanchez Lorenzo deals with the 'Aproximación del derecho civil en Europa: marco
comunitario y competencias de la Comunidad Europea' (47-82). Fernanco Martinez Sanz
finally analyses 'Los Principles de derecho contractual europco (Comisión Lando) en el
marco de la armonización del derecho de contratos' (83-96).

Part 2 bears on the reform of private law throughout Europe. This part opens with a short
paper by Luis Diez-Picazo (99-108), which is followed by a comment by Antonio Manuel
Morales Moreno on the adaptation of the Spanish Código civil to the European directive
on consumer sale of goods (109—149). This author elaborates upon his earlier essay on the
same subject in Urn Código civil para a Europa (Co'imbra Editore, 2002, 245-256). Then
follows a paper by Hugh Scale on 'Europeamsation of private law and English law'
(151-162). From an English perspective, Beale sees two arguments against harmonisation:
'First, there is general hostility to codification' (160). 'The second reason for hostility to a
European Code relates to the history of English law as the law of choice of parties who
may have very little other connection to England. (...). The choice of English law may be
partly because of the fairly effective court system that we have in the United Kingdom and
the expertise of our lawyers. They are very expensive but they are usually regarded as
knowing their business rather well. There is a fear that if English law were to be replaced
by some European or international scheme, that unique expertise would be lost. The effect
might be that legal business would move away from London' (161). Had Ulrich Magnus
for his paper 'Europe and the legal reform of the law of obligations' (163-182) used the
notion 'Schuldrechtsreform', then every reader would have known that he what he has in
mind is the reform of the German law of obligations.

Then the Catalonian codification of civil law is dealt with. Patricio Carvajal R. writes on
'Las arras penitenciales', a down payment of 'earnest money' which may be forfeited
(231-264). Beatriz Fernandez Gregoraci analyses the 'Representacion indirecta y Undis-
closed agency: su convergencia' (265-298). She considers the Convention on Agency in the
International Sale of Goods of Geneva (1983) and later the Principles of European Contract
Law a convergence between the common law notion of undisclosed agency and the civil law
indirect representation. M. Rosa Llâcer Matacâs discusses the notion of conformity in the
European directive on consumer sale of goods and Catalonian consumer law (299-321).
Francesca Llodrà Grimait writes on the letter of intent (321-348). Joan Marsal Guillamet
analyses the competence of the Catalonian Generalität in the area of (uniform) private law
(349-379). Carmen Parra Rodriguez discusses the systems of striving for uniformity
(381-419). Carles Villagrasa i Alcaide deals with the actio pauliana and consumer credit
(421-433).

Part 3 contains among others two papers on contractual derogation of statutory limitation
periods, by José-Ramón Garcia Vicente (447-456) and Albert Ruda Gonzalez (457-497).
From the last papers it appears that the text of the statute and its explanatory report are
inconsistent with one another: whereas the text of the statute provides that 'Les normes
sobre prescripció son de naturalesa imperativa' (the rules on prescription are of a manda-
tory character), the Explanatory report is to the contrary effect (485). As will have become
apparent from the foregoing, most papers have been written in Catalonian, but there also
was room for some papers in English and Spanish.

There arc also numerous Spanish publications on specific areas of European private law.
A good example is a volume of essays on the directive on consumer sales and guarantees. In
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2004 a conference on this subject took place in Santiago de Compostela and in the same
year the proceedings were published by Javier Lete Achirica. " Fabrice Picod deals with the
directive's 'genèse et principes' and with the 'questions non réglementées' (23—38). Anto-
nio-Manuel Morales Moreno anakyses the all-important conformity notion (39-60). Ge-
neviève Pignarre looks into the rights of the buyer as implemented in eight Member States
(61-99). Sophie Stijns deals with the guarantees (101-123). The directive's various periods
are dealt with by Ferrân Badosa Coll (125—147). Ludovic Bernardeau writes on minimum
harmonisation and applicable law (149-193). The transposition of the directive is dealt with
for Spain by Javier Lete Achirica (195-225), for France by Gilles Faisant (227-246), for
Portugal by Antonio Pinto Monteiro (247—260) and for Germany by Hans W. Micklitz
(261-275). Finally, the directive is assessed from an industry point of view by Christine dc
Saint Didier ('Les professionnels saluent cette directive ...', 277—283). The consumer per-
spective is given by José Maria Pita Ponte (285-311) and thé perspective from the view of a
European contract law by Maria Paz Garcia Rubio (313-323).

As will be apparent from the preceding text, quite a number of the papers on European
private law published in Spain are in English, sometimes in French or German. There also
is a growing number of German language PhD dissertations on Spain20 and English lan-
guage national reports on Spanish law.21 A good example is formed by the national reports
written by Miquel Martin Casals and his team for the various publications of the European
Tort Law Group22 or other publications.23 With the publication of Garcia Cantero's Ano-
taciones espanolas al proyecto de Ρανία, Spain has definitely taken its place among the
EU jurisdictions where the development of a European private law is considered of major
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19 J. Lete Achirica (ed), Garantias en la venta de bienes de consuma/Les garanties dans la
vente de biens de consommation (Santiago dc Compostela: Imprenta Umversitana,

2004) 393.
20 C. A. Kern, Die Sicherheit gedeckter Wertpapiere, PhD Freiburg 2003/2004 (Tübingen:

Mohr, 2004) 562.
21 See for instance the Spanish reports in M. Bona / P. Mead (eds), Personal injury com-

pensation in Europe (Deventer: Kluwer, 2003) 692; G. Canivet / M. Andenas / D. Fair-
grieve (eds), Comparative law before the courts (London: British Institute of Inter-
national and Comparative Law, 2004) 319; E.-M. Kicninger (ed), Security Rights in
Movable Property in European Private Law (Cambridge: University Press, 2004) 777;
J. Lebre de Freitas (ed), The law of evidence in the European Union / Das Beweisrecht
in der Europäischen Union / Le droit de la preuve dans l'Union Européenne (The Ha-
gue: Kluwer, 2004) 463; K. Oplustil / C. Teichmann (eds), The European Company-all
over Europe/A state-by-state account of the introduction of the European Company

(Berlin: de Gruyter, 2004) 409.
22 See for instance his report in W. V. H. Rogers (cd), Unification of tort law: multiple tort-

feasors (The Hague: Kluwer, 2004) 313.
23 See the Spanish report in D. Fairgrieve (ed), Product liability in comparative perspective

(Cambridge: University Press, 2005) 363.




